This is a quick reference guide for you in giving Absent
Healing or Absent Attunement’s of Ra~Sheeba.

SENDING A HEALING
IN ABSENCE
Sending a Ra~Sheeba healing session to a friend, a country, someone has
asked you to send to one of their family or friends, is very similar to doing a
healing session with the client there with you.
When you are sending in Absence, you need to know the following
information:Name
City
Country
You can then use a ‘proxy’ (another person with you, a pillow or nothing)
to give the healing. If it is for someone in a different country, it may be
good to write the information down and have it in front of you.
Start the session by asking for ISIS and RA, The Masters, Guides and Other
Beings of Light to be present with the recipient.
Go through the WHOLE Level 1 session, Starting with Ka-Toth and ending
with the Door and Seal of ISIS. For a MASTER … you use the Master
Symbols.
Whenever you are doing a healing … by being tuned into your client ..
you will know what is required in the session. Sometimes you will be giving
a general healing. Other times there may be something specific that you
know you need to do .. using only some of the symbols. REMEMBER ….
ALWAYS use Ka-Toth to start and end with The Door and The Seal of ISIS.
ALWAYS. And Master symbols are ONLY to be used on other Masters.
Thank all that were present and then GENTLY wipe your hands ending the
session with love. Do not rub your hands and if washing them or
something like that. This is a session of love and peace.

GIVING ATTUNEMENTS
IN ABSENCE
Attuning someone to Ra~Sheeba (a friend, in a different country), you
need to know the following information:Full Name
City
Country
Time (you need to make a time suitable to both the giver and receiver.
You need to ask the person requesting an Attunement that they put aside
30 minutes on two separate days [preferably consecutive days].
Arranging a time is especially important when you are in different
countries)
You can then use a ‘proxy’ (another person with you, a pillow or nothing)
to give the Attunement. If it is for someone in a different country, it may
be good to write the information down and have it in front of you.
Start the ATTUNEMENT SESSION as in the Work Shop Manuals (Day One –
Level 1 and Day Two – Master).
This time you will NOT be doing the session TWICE - (ISIS energy followed by
RA as you would in a workshop). You ask for both ISIS and RA, your
Guides, Ra~Sheeba Masters and Light Beings to be present, and that they
and those other’s with them will take this to the recipient.
Follow the same steps as you would for someone in front of you for the
Attunement.
Thank all that were present and ask them to finish the remaining Level 1
Attunement in the correct time and the remaining two Master
Attunements in their correct time. GENTLY wipe your hands ending the
session with love. Do not rub your hands and if washing them or
something like that. This is a session of love and peace.
Arrange to forward a Certificate to the person signed by you.

